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Flow effects in long-range dipolar field MRI
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Abstract

Incoherent spin motion, such as diffusion, can lead to significant signal loss in multiple spin echoes (MSE) experiments,

sometimes to its complete extinction. Coherent spin motion, such as laminar flow, can also modify the magnetization in MSE

imaging and yield additional contrast. Our experimental results indicate that MSE is flow-sensitive. Our theoretical analysis and

experimental results show how the effect of the distant dipolar field can be annihilated by flow. This effect can be quantified by

directly solving the nonlinear Bloch equation, taking into account the deformation of the dipolar field by motion. Unexpected

results have been observed, such as a recovery of the dipolar interaction due to flow in the ‘‘magic angle’’ condition.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In highly polarized nuclear spin systems a single se-

quence of two r.f. pulses spaced by a delay time s is
capable of producing a train of echoes (multiple spin

echoes—MSE) occurring at multiples of s (Fig. 1a). This

effect, originally observed in solid and liquid 3He [1,2],

has also been observed in ordinary samples such as

water, at room temperature [3,4]. It has been interpreted

as a consequence of the ‘‘dipolar field’’ generated by the

bulk nuclear magnetization acting on the spins as an

additional component of the magnetic field. This addi-
tional field makes the Bloch equation nonlinear. The

solution to this modified Bloch equation can be ex-

pressed as a series of harmonics, which correspond to

the multiple echoes observed.

Although the ‘‘classical’’ approach provides a correct

explanation of the dipolar field effects, an alternative

quantum-mechanical interpretation has been proposed

[5–9]. In the ‘‘quantum’’ framework the signal arises
from intermolecular multiple quantum coherences

(iMQC) involving the (usually neglected) long-range

dipolar spin interactions. Typically, the dipolar inter-

action distance (the ‘‘correlation distance’’) ranges
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between 10 lm and a few millimeters and can be set by

appropriate experimental parameters. It has been found

that signal arising from the long-range dipolar field ef-

fect depends on magnetic susceptibility variations over
the correlation distance [10]. Therefore, the structure of

a sample can be probed by tunning the correlation dis-

tance.

This distance-selected sensitivity mechanism presents

great potentials in medical magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) [11–21]. In the past years, human brain images

using iMQC [12–15] were obtained, confirming that this

effect could yeld a new contrast in vivo. More recently,
functional iMQC-MRI [19–21] demonstrated a different

sensitivity to the BOLD (blood oxygenation level de-

pendent) effect than conventional single quantum co-

herence (SQC). Long-range dipolar field MRI has also

been used to enhancing diffusion-weighted MRI [22], to

mapping the absolute value of the equilibrium nuclear

magnetization [18] and for the characterization of tra-

becular bone quality [16,17].
Despite its potential utility in medical imaging, MRI

using the distant dipolar field (DDF) effect has a serious

drawback: a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [13],

so that it is crucial to characterize the factors which

affect the signal intensity. Mechanisms that induce signal

decrease in iMQC, such as relaxation and diffusion, have

been exhaustively studied over the last years [21–29].
reserved.
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Fig. 1. Sequences used in MSE: (a) the basic MSE sequence consisting

of two r.f. pulses (angle 90� and b�) and a steady gradient field; (b) the

nth-order MSE sequence (or CRAZED sequence), consisting of two

r.f. pulses (angle 90� and b�) and the two gradient pulses of duration d
and strength G and nG, respectively. If t1 ¼ s then t2 ¼ ns. (c) The

MSE–MRI sequence with a slice-selective refocusing ð180�Þ pulse.

Only the first pulse is phase-cycled. The gradient g can be chosen to

point to any direction (cf. text for greater details).
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Rizzi et al. [15] suggested that flow also might contribute

to reduce the signal in iZQC (intermolecular zero
quantum coherence) images of the ventricular cerebro-

spinal fluid (CSF). Our own preliminary anatomical

iDQC (intermolecular double quantum coherence) im-

ages of rat brains at 4.7 T (unpublished) suggest a strong

contrast originating from the CSF. This supposedly

flow-related phenomenon prompted further investiga-

tion.

The choice between the ‘‘classical’’ and ‘‘quantum’’
treatment is usually a matter of convenience for solving

a particular problem. The connection between the clas-

sical ‘‘average dipolar field’’ and the quantum ‘‘inter-

molecular dipolar spin coupling’’ pictures has been
demonstrated by many authors [7,9,30–32]. While the
‘‘quantum’’ treatment is useful to optimize of pulse se-

quences, the ‘‘classical’’ treatment is more efficient to

simulate real-world heterogeneous samples. Warren and

co-workers have proposed a so-called ‘‘hybrid’’ ap-

proach to handle dipolar field effects for simulations

purposes in MRI [33]. In this approach, the signal is still

considered as originating from iMQC (‘‘quantum pic-

ture’’) but calculations are improved by the numerical
integration of the modified Bloch equation (‘‘classical

picture’’). It has been suggested that flow effects in

iMQC-MRI could also be dealt with through this ‘‘hy-

brid’’ approach [10]. In this paper, we present a theo-

retical and experimental study of flow effects in long-

range dipolar field MRI. These effects can be quantified

by directly solving the nonlinear Bloch equation, taking

into account the deformation of the dipolar field by
motion.
2. Theory

The dipolar coupling strength Dij between two spins i
and j scales as Dij / ð3 cos2 h � 1Þ=2, where hij is the

angle between the interspin vector rij and the main
magnetic field B0. In an isotropic fluid an interspin

vector samples all directions during an NMR time-scale

experiment (typically from milliseconds to seconds),

through molecular diffusion and therefore the dipolar

coupling averages to zero. When the distance between

the interacting spins increases, dipolar averaging

through diffusion becomes less effective. In this case, the

sum of interactions is averaged to zero over the sample
by symmetry. It has been demonstrated that the long-

range intermolecular interactions could be reintroduced

by applying an external field gradient, which breaks the

spherical symmetry [1,6,7]. This interaction between

spins can be described by the resulting ‘‘distant dipolar

field (DDF)’’

BdðrÞ ¼
l0

4p

Z
d3r0

1� 3 cos2 hrr0

2jr� r0j3
½3MZðr0Þẑz�Mðr0Þ	; ð1Þ

where l0 is the magnetic permeability constant and M
the magnetization vector. In the case where a field gra-

dient modulates the magnetization along a direction

given by the unit vector k̂k, Bd can be reduced to the

much simpler form [1]

BdðrÞ ¼ l0Kðk̂kÞ½MZðrÞẑz�MðrÞ=3	; ð2Þ
where Kðk̂kÞ ¼ P2ðk̂k 
 ẑzÞ ¼ ð3 cos2 h � 1Þ=2 is the second-

order Legendre polynomial of the cosine of the angle h
between the vector k and the main magnetic field. Kðk̂kÞ
is a scale factor of DDF, which is maximal for spatial

modulation along the main magnetic field direction

(h ¼ 0�Þ and vanishes if modulation is imposed at the

‘‘magic angle’’ (h ¼ 54:7�).
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The condition necessary to reduce the non-local dis-
tant dipolar field into a form that depends on the local

magnetization value is the existence of a strong linear

field gradient applied in a single direction [1] so that the

modulation wave length is much shorter than the size of

the sample. Moreover, by means of field gradients the

direction of the interspin vector and the distance of spin

coupling jrijj can be set as an experimental parameter.

The effect of flow in MSE can be evaluated using the
nonlinear Bloch equation that include the distant dipo-

lar field (DDF)

dMðrÞ
dt

¼ c½MðrÞ � ðB0 þ BdÞ	

¼ c½MðrÞ � ðB0 þ l0Kðk̂kÞMZðrÞÞẑz	; ð3Þ

where c is the gyromagnetic ratio. For the sake of sim-

plifying, relaxation and diffusion are neglected in this

deduction.

To perform MSE imaging, pulsed gradients have

been preferred against steady-gradients. In this case only

the nth-order echo is acquired. Let us consider the nth-
order MSE sequence of Fig. 1b (usually known as

CRAZED (COSY revamped with asymmetric z-gradi-

ent echo detection) sequence [6]). How Mz is modulated

only after the second pulse, the effect of DDF during the

period between the two r.f. pulses can be ignored.

During the gradient time (d), the transverse magnetiza-

tion (Mþ ¼ Mx þ iMy) evolves as

MþðrÞ ¼ M0 expði/Þ; ð4Þ
where M0 is the equilibrium magnetization per unit
volume and the phase / is given by

/ ¼ c
Z d

0

g 
 rðt0Þ dt0: ð5Þ

Dephasing by spin motion can be taken into account

expanding / in a Taylor series

/ ¼ cr0 

Z d

0

gðt0Þ dt0 þ cv 

Z d

0

gðt0Þt0 dt0 þ 
 
 


¼ cm0 
 r0 þ cm1 
 vþ 
 
 
 ; ð6Þ

where m0 and m1 are the zeroth and the first gradient

moment, respectively, and r0 and v are the position and

velocity of each spin. For a gradient pulse applied dur-

ing the time interval from ti to tf , the gradient moment is

defined by

mk ¼
Z tf

ti

gðtÞtk dt: ð7Þ

During the time delay t1 � d the spins move over the

distance Dr ¼ vðt1 � dÞ and the magnetization changes

into MðrÞ ! Mðrþ DrÞ. We can still use Eq. (4) to de-
scribe the transverse magnetization, with / given by

/ ¼ cm0 
 fr0 � Drg þ cm1 
 v; ð8Þ
¼ cm0 
 fr0 � vðt1 � dÞg þ cm1 
 v: ð9Þ
Immediately after the second r.f. pulse of angle b,
magnetization is given by

Mzðtþ1 Þ ¼ �M0 cos/ sin b; ð10Þ

Mþðtþ1 Þ ¼ M0 cos/ cos b þ iM0 sin/: ð11Þ
In a CRAZED sequence a refocusing gradient is applied

after the second r.f. pulse (Fig. 1b). The second gradient

has an area n times that of the first gradient before the

r.f. pulse, to excite MSE of order n. Further to the

second r.f. pulse, the spin system evolves over the distant
dipolar field (DDF). In the absence of flow, DDF

changes slowly under the combined influence of nuclear

spin lattice relaxation and diffusion. In the presence of

flow, M z is also modified by spin translation and Mþ
will precess in a time-dependent DDF over the t2 period.

Considering that the second gradient has no effect

over the longitudinal magnetization, and since there are

no more r.f. pulses, Mz can still be described using Eq.
(10) at the time tP t1

Mzðr; tÞ ¼ �M0 cos/ sin b; ð12Þ

where

/ðr; tÞ ¼ cm0 
 fr0 � vðt � dÞg þ cm1 
 v: ð13Þ

During the second gradient time d the transverse mag-

netization evolves according to

Mþðr; t1 þ dÞ ¼ Mþðr; tþ1 Þ expfi/
0ðrÞg; ð14Þ

where /0ðr; t1 þ dÞ ¼ cm0
0 
 r0 þ cm0

1 
 v. The zeroth and
the first moment of the second gradient (m0

0 and m0
1,

respectively) are calculated between t1 and t1 þ d. Flow
will increase the spatial dephasing /0 during t2 as:

/0ðrÞ ! /0ðrþ vðt2 � dÞÞ. Then, at the detection time

t ¼ t1 þ t2 the magnetization is given by

Mzðr; tÞ ¼ �M0 cos/ sin b; ð15Þ

Mþðr; tÞ ¼ ðM0 cos/ cos b þ iM0 sin/Þ expði/0Þ; ð16Þ
where

/ðr; tÞ ¼ cm0 
 fr0 � vðt � dÞg þ cm1 
 v; ð17Þ

/0ðr; tÞ ¼ cm0
0 
 fr0 � vðt2 � dÞg þ cm0

1 
 v: ð18Þ
Using M yielded by Eqs. (15) and (16), the Bloch

equation (Eq. (3)) can now be solved taking into account

the DDF modification throughout the evolution time

ðt > t1Þ. At the detection time t ¼ t1 þ t2, we find

Mþðr; tÞ ¼ ðM0 cos/ cos b þ iM0 sin/Þ expði/0Þ

� expficl0
�KKðk̂kÞMzðtÞtg; ð19Þ

where �KKðk̂kÞ ¼
R t2
t1

Kðk̂kðtÞÞdt. The unit vector k̂k in Kðk̂kÞ
points in the direction of the M z modulation. k and /
are related by k ¼ r/.

A close look at Eq. (17) indicates that in the simple

case where there is no bulk flow ðv ¼ 0Þ and G is the

strength of the linear field gradient g applied for a time d
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along the direction of unit vector ŝs, k is related to the
zeroth moment m0 ¼ Gdŝs as k ¼ k0 ¼ cm0. In this case,

Kðk̂kÞ ¼ KðŝsÞ and it depends only on the direction of g.
But, if v 6¼ 0, we can write k ¼ k0 þ k1 where

k1 ¼ Gdtrðŝs 
 vÞ and t ¼ ð3=2Þd � t1 � t2. For a system

where the local velocity gradient is significant compared

to the reciprocal of t, then k1 is not negligible compared

to k0. In this system, Kðk̂kÞ is no longer controlled by the

direction of g alone, but depends also on rv, the spatial
velocity variation.

In order to quantify MSE in the presence of flow, let

us substitute for M z from Eq. (15) into Eq. (19)

Mþðr; tÞ ¼ ðM0 cos/ cos b þ iM0 sin/Þ expði/0Þ

� expf�icl0
�KKðk̂kÞM0t cos/ sin bg: ð20Þ

By applying the Bessel function identity to Eq. (20)

ein cos/ ¼
Xm¼þ1

m¼�1
imJmðnÞeim/; ð21Þ

we find

Mþðr; tÞ ¼ ðM0 cos/ cos b þ iM0 sin/Þ expði/0Þ

�
Xm¼þ1

m¼�1
imJmð�nÞeim/; ð22Þ

where n ¼ ð�KKðk̂kÞt=sDÞ sin b, and sD ¼ ðcl0M0Þ�1
is the

dipolar demagnetizing time [8]. We can replace cos/
and sin/ by the trigonometric identities cos/ ¼ ðei/ þ
e�i/Þ=2 and sin/ ¼ ðei/ � e�i/Þ=2i:

Mþðr; tÞ ¼
M0

2
ei/ðcos b
�

þ 1Þ þ e�i/ðcos b � 1Þ
�
ei/

0

�
Xm¼þ1

m¼�1
imJmð�nÞ: ð23Þ

Defining /� � /0=n� / ¼ 2cGdt1ðŝs 
 vÞ, then /� can be

withdrawn from the summation

Mþðr; tÞ ¼
M0

2
ein/

� �
Xm¼þ1

m¼�1
½eiðmþnþ1Þ/ðcos b þ 1Þ

þ eiðmþn�1Þ/ðcos b � 1Þ	imJmð�nÞeim/: ð24Þ

Since / depends on the absolute position r, averaging
over the sample causes the signal to vanish unless

m ¼ �n� 1. The resulting signal can then be written

as

Mþðr; tÞ ¼
M0

2
eim/� � ½i�ðnþ1Þðcos b þ 1ÞJ�ðnþ1Þð�nÞ

þ i�ðn�1Þðcos b � 1ÞJ�ðn�1Þð�nÞ	: ð25Þ

Using the properties of the Bessel function [8], after

some mathematical manipulations, we finally obtain

Mþðr; tÞ ¼ M0i
�ðnþ1Þ

fnJnðnÞ=n þ 0:5½Jn�1ðnÞ � Jnþ1ðnÞ	 cos bgein/�
:

ð26Þ
This is the same result as in [29], multiplied by a phase
shift ein/

�
. This phase shift can introduce imaging arti-

facts in MSE–MRI as in usual non-flow-compensated

SE–MRI. By using first-order flow-compensated se-

quences it is possible to eliminate these artifacts in SE

and MSE [35]. However, the deformation of the distant

dipolar field by flow cannot be avoided. Hence, the loss

of signal in MSE–MRI due to flow is a direct conse-

quence of the modification of Kðk̂kÞ.
In order to describe more precisely the effect of

flowing spins on MSE imaging, let us examine the simple

case of laminar flow. In our experiments, flow is ex-

pected to obey Poiseuille�s law and to have a parabolic

velocity profile (in cylindrical coordinates): vðqÞ ¼
vmaxð1� q2=q2

0Þẑz, where q0 is the cylinder radius and

vmax is the maximal velocity at the center of the para-

bolic radial profile. In MSE–MRI, it is usual to set the
encode gradient g to the z-direction, that corresponds to
the maximal value of K in the absence of flow. Using the

results obtained for / in Eq. (17), yielding k ¼ k0 þ
k1 ¼ r/ and imposing g ¼ Gẑz, we have:

k0 ¼ cGdẑz; ð27Þ

k1 ¼ cGdð2t1 þ 2t2 � 3dÞvmaxðq=q2
0Þq̂q: ð28Þ

The angle h between vector k and the main magnetic

field is then given by

h ¼ tan�1 ð2t1 þ 2t2 � 3dÞvmax

q0

q
q0

� �
: ð29Þ

Fig. 2 illustrates the dependence of h and Kðk̂kÞ with an

adimensional parameter vmaxt=q0 along of the normal-
ized radius q=q0, calculated from Eq. (29). At q ¼ q0

the angle h between vector k and B0 may grow as a

function of vmaxt=q0. When vmaxt ¼ q0, h varies gradu-

ally up to 45� as function of its radial position. Then,

the decrease in MSE signal due the modified h and K
may be important in laminar flow when vmax is of

the same order of magnitude as q0=t where t ¼ 2t1 þ
2t2 � 3d.
3. Methods

3.1. Experimental set-up

Experiments were carried-out in a 4.7 T SMIS small

animal imager, with a 200mm in diameter horizontal-
bore magnet (MR Research Systems, UK), using a 10-

cm long, 40-mm-diameter bird-cage r.f. coil. The

phantom used in these experiments consisted of a 6-m

long flexible tube of circular cross-section (outer diam-

eter 12mm and inner diameter 8mm) in which gado-

linium-doped distilled water (T2 � T1 ’ 100ms) was

circulated. The steady flow mode in the tube was

obtained by keeping constant the difference in height



Fig. 3. Comparison of conventional (SE) images and multiple spin

echoes (MSE) images. (a) SE and (b) MSE images of stationary fluid

using the sequence shown in Fig. 1c. Signal-to-noise ratios were 158

and 64, respectively. (c) SE and (d) MSE images of laminar fluid flow

(vmax ¼ 5 cm/s), using the same sequence as (a) and (b). MSE images

were obtained by setting G2 ¼ �2� G1 ¼ 145mT/m, while in SE im-

ages G2 ¼ �G1 ¼ 145mT/m, keeping the other parameters constant

(t1, t2, d, TR, FOV, and matrix size). Relevant pulse sequence pa-

rameters for MSE–MRI are described in Section 3. Images have been

normalized to their maximum intensity.

Fig. 2. Simulation of the main parameters of the distant dipolar field in

a laminar flow. (a) Calculated variation of h, the angle between the

vector k and ẑz, as a function of the normalized radial position q=q0 to

a Poiseuille flow where q0 is the center of the tube. Each line corre-

sponds to distinct values of the adimensional parameter vmaxt=q0 from

Eq. (29): (–) 0, (––) 0.5, (
 
 
) 1, (– 
 –) 1.5, (– 
 
–) 2. (b) Calculated

variation of K ¼ ð3 cos2 h � 1Þ=2, using h values obtained in (a).
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between two reservoirs, in permanent overflow [34].

Flow rates were calibrated from 1.3 to 13.4ml/s, which

corresponds to mean velocities of 2.5–27.4 cm/s.

The second-order MSE–MRI sequence was per-
formed by adding a slice-selective 180� refocusing pulse

and standard spin-warp imaging gradients to the basic

CRAZED sequence (Fig. 1c). Imaging was carried-out

by selecting a plane normal to the flow direction. The

relevant pulse sequence parameters for MSE–MRI were

the following: matrix size¼ 64� 128, TR¼ 2 s, NEX¼ 4

(with phase cycling of the first r.f. pulse), field of view

(FOV) of 14� 14mm, slice thickness of 20mm,
t1 ¼ 2:0ms, t2 ¼ 34ms, d ¼ 1:4ms, b r.f. pulse¼ 60�,
G2 ¼ �2� G1 ¼ 145mT/m. SE images were taken as

control, by setting G1 ¼ �G2 ¼ 145mT/m. Signal

attenuation through diffusion is negligible (<1%) for

the combined experimental parameters (t1, d, G1, and

G2). Data were analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks,

MA).
3.2. Simulations

In order to understand our results, we simulated

second-order MSE imaging in the presence of a laminar

flow. The distant dipolar magnetic field was calculated

for an (infinite) cylindrical sample of radius q0 and a

spatially modulated magnetization M moving in a di-

rection parallel to B0, with a parabolic distribution of

velocities. The MSE signal intensity (Eq. (26)) depends
on the scale factor K, which is yielded by Kðk̂kÞ ¼
ð3 cos2 h � 1Þ=2. h was calculated at each radial position

using Eq. (29). The experimental values used in our

simulations were q0 ¼ 4mm, d ¼ 1:4ms, t1 ¼ 2ms, t2 ¼
34ms, G2 ¼ �2� G1 ¼ 145mT/m, sD ¼ 200ms (B0 ¼
4:7 T), and b ¼ 60�.
4. Results and discussion

A selection of MSE and SE images is shown in Figs.

3a–d. Figs. 3a and b show images of stationary water for

SE and MSE, respectively, while Figs. 3c and d show

images with flow. No apparent change is noticeable in

SE images whether with or without flow, while in the

MSE images there is a clear contrast induced by motion



(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental (symbols) and simulated data

(lines) from radial profiles obtained to (a) MSE and (b) SE images of

laminar fluid flow, to five distinct vmax values (in cm/s). simulation

data: (–) 0, (––) 5, (
 
 
) 8, (– 
 –) 10.8, and (– 
 
–) 14; experimental data:

(�) 0, (�) 5, (M) 8, (.) 10.8, and (}) 14. Simulation data were obtained

from Eqs. (26) and (29). Absolute signal intensities jMþðq; vÞj were
normalized by the mean intensity of the respective images without flow

jMþðq; v ¼ 0Þj.
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(d). This contrast can be quantified using our previous

theoretical approach.

Figs. 4a and b show experimental and simulated ra-

dial profiles from MSE and SE images, respectively, for
Fig. 5. MSE image in the ‘‘magic angle’’ condition (H ¼ 54:7�) of a stationary
flow in the ‘‘magic angle’’ condition is displayed on (c). In both (experimen

normalized to their maximum intensity.
five distinct velocities. Data were normalized by the
mean intensity of the respective images without flow.

The effects of relaxation and diffusion are cancelled by

this normalization since the experimental parameters (t1,
t2, G, d, TR, FOV, and matrix size) were kept constant.

Simulated curves were calculated as described in Section

3. The difference between experimental and simulated

results is less than �5%. This error originates in great

part from flow instability during acquisition and
from artifacts due to the non-flow-compensated MRI

sequences used.

Unexpected results have been observed when the

angle H between the encode gradient g and the main

field B0 is set to 54:7�, the ‘‘magic angle.’’ In the �magic

angle� condition, the scale factor K is expected to be

equal to zero throughout the sample and the image must

vanish. Fig. 5 shows MSE images obtained by setting
H ¼ 54:7�. In the case where v ¼ 0 the signal vanishes

throughout the image except for the border region,

where susceptibility artifacts can hinder complete signal

annihilation. In the case where v 6¼ 0, we observed an

asymmetric signal recovery in the image. This recovery

grows more important as velocity increases.

In order to explain this strange behavior let us write

down the Cartesian components of k ¼ r/ taking
into account an arbitrary direction to g given by g ¼
GðsinHx̂xþ cosHẑzÞ with v ¼ vmaxð1� ðx2 þ y2Þ=q2

0Þẑz
kx ¼ k0½sinH þ cosHð2t1 þ 2t2 � 3dÞvmaxx	x̂x; ð30Þ

ky ¼ k0½cosHð2t1 þ 2t2 � 3dÞvmaxy	ŷy; ð31Þ

kz ¼ k0 cosHẑz; ð32Þ
where k0 ¼ cGd. The angle h between vector k and the
main magnetic field is then yielded by

h ¼ tan�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2x þ k2y

q
kz

0
@

1
A: ð33Þ

In experiments where H ¼ 0�, MSE flow images display

a cylindrical symmetry because kq, the spatial phase
fluid (a) and a Poiseuille fluid flow (b). Simulation of MSE image of the

tal and simulated) images vmax was set to 15 cm/s. Images have been



Fig. 6. Experimental (symbols) data from diametrical profiles obtained

from the images displayed in Fig. 5: (�) stationary fluid and (j)

laminar flow. The line is a profile taken from the simulated image in

Fig. 5.
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variation, is symmetrical around z. In the �magic angle�
experiments, introducing an additional modulation kx

(since g ¼ GðsinHx̂xþ cosHẑzÞ) breaks this cylindrical

symmetry.

Fig. 5c shows a simulation of a MSE image of lam-

inar flow under the �magic angle� condition. The MSE

signal was calculated using Eq. (26), with h and K cal-

culated from Eqs. (30)–(33), setting H ¼ 54:7�. Fig. 6
shows the profiles of simulated (Fig. 5c) and experi-

mental images (Figs. 5a and b). An excellent agreement

was obtained between experimental and simulated data.
5. Conclusion

Our theoretical analysis and experimental results
have shown how the signal in MSE–MRI can be anni-

hilated or created (in magic angle conditions) by flow.

This new effect has been interpreted as a modification of

the DDF orientation by velocity gradients of flowing

spins. First- or higher-order flow-compensated se-

quences are unable to avoid loss of signal in MSE. We

believe that the results and conclusions could be useful

to help interpreting in vivo images, where loss of signal
due to flow could be mistaken for contrast due to other

causes (e.g., relaxation).

However, the contrast in MSE–MRI arising from the

velocity gradients could be used to obtain information

about blood perfusion at an intravoxel scale, providing

an indirect access to the capillary perfusion which is a
major indicator of local brain activation. Therefore, this
effect should be complementary to the susceptibility ef-

fect in functional MSE imaging. Further work should

tell us whether as many developments are likely to �spin
off� from this contrast as those used in magnetic reso-

nance angiography.

Apart from medical applications, material systems,

such as porous media [36–39], in which important

variations in spin velocity are encountered, should also
benefit from this new contrast in MSE–MRI.
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